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ABSTRACT
In order to validate various assumptions about the operating environment of the Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT),
to validate the modeling packages being used to guide the design work for the TMT and to directly investigate
the expected operation of several subsystems we have embarked on an extensive campaign of environmental
measurements at the Keck telescopes. We have measured and characterized the vibration environment around
the observatory ﬂoor and at certain locations on the telescope over a range of operating conditions. Similarly the
acoustic environment around the telescope and primary mirror has been characterized for frequencies above 2 Hz.
The internal and external wind and temperature ﬁelds are being measured using combined sonic anemometer
and PRT sensors. We are measuring the telescope position error and drive torque signals in order to investi-
gate the wind induced telescope motions. A scintillometer mounted on the telescope is measuring the optical
turbulence inside the telescope tube. This experimental work is supplemented by an extensive analysis of tele-
scope and engineering sensor log ﬁles and measurements, primarily those of accelerometers located on the main
telescope optics, primary mirror segment edge sensor error signals (residuals), telescope structure temperature
measurements and the telescope status information.
Keywords: dome seeing, computational ﬂuid dynamics, control system, edge sensors, humidity, vibration,
actuators
1. INTRODUCTION
The design of the TMT is almost wholly based on models. Speciﬁcally, four diﬀerent types of modeling tools are
being used in various combinations, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD),1 Finite Element Analysis (FEA),2
structural thermal models3 and models of the control systems.4,5 By driving these models with a well developed
Disturbance Model the overall eﬀect on the Normalized Point Source Sensitivity (PSSN) can be calculated and
thus within the model the design of the systems can be tuned to maximize the PSSN.
Given the need for high conﬁdence in the modeling tools, we have embarked on a model validation eﬀort
at the W.M. Keck Observatory. We are precisely measuring the environment, environmental disturbances and
the response of some of the telescope systems in order to provide inputs or boundary conditions to models of
the Keck telescopes. This produces an extremely representative Disturbance Model and allows a comparison
between the predicted and actual telescope response or the predicted and actual dome seeing, comparing the
predictions of the models against real measurements. Thus we are anchoring the design of TMT into existing
observatories.
Additionally, many of the subsystems that will operate on TMT are very similar to those on the Keck
Telescopes. Critically the Keck Primary Control System uses segment edge sensors, actuators and a segment
support system that is very similar to that planned for use on TMT. By data mining the telescope engineering
sensor and log ﬁles we can directly investigate the performance of these components on the Keck telescopes and
gain important guidance for the design of the TMT subsystems.
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Figure 1. Left: The Keck 1 segment edge sensor residual as a function of humidity. This includes only ’dome open’
measurements when the telescope is not parked. Also plotted in red is the relative humidity probability histogram and
cumulative probability curve which has been included in the TMT disturbance model. Right: The Keck 2 segment edge
sensor residual as a function of humidity. The larger response of the Keck 2 edge sensors is clearly seen.
2. DATA MINING EFFORTS
2.1 Keck telescope log ﬁles
Log ﬁles used in data mining studies include measurements of the primary mirror segment edge sensor residuals
and accelerometer measurements from the optics mounted accelerometers that are used with the interferometer
system.6 Data contained in the log ﬁles are routinely captured and cover long temporal baselines, typically
several years. Also used are telescope status log ﬁles for determining particular telescope states (i.e. parked,
slewing, observing a science target, etc.).
2.2 Primary mirror alignment and control system (M1 ACS) edge sensor response to
humidity
At a particular elevation angle, for each primary mirror segment edge sensor there is a desired edge sensor reading
(taken from a previously determined look up table). The residual for a sensor is the diﬀerence between the desired
and actual reading, the residuals are minimized by the M1 ACS by pistoning the M1 segment actuators, which
pistons, tips and tilts the segments. There are 102 actuators (3 per segment) and 168 edge sensors so the residual
cannot be reduced to zero. The residuals are sampled at 100 Hz, passed through a 0.2 Hz low pass double pole
ﬁlter and the 2s average of the ﬁlter output is recorded every 60s in the ACS edge sensor residual log ﬁle along
with the telescope altitude, primary mirror temperature and azimuth and the humidity on the Keck 1 dome.
Measurements are available from 2006 02 08 until 2009 09 02 for Keck 1 (the date of the analysis) and 2008
10 02 for Keck 2 (the date of the last ACS log ﬁle). During this time there were no segment exchanges on Keck
2 but several on Keck 1 in the ﬁrst few months of the period. During this period 1st generation sensors were the
majority of sensors on Keck 2 and 2nd generation sensors were the majority on Keck 1.
It was found that the edge sensor residuals increased during high humidity periods, this eﬀect was small for
Keck 1, 5nm to 10nm increased RMS residual above 75% Rh but much larger for Keck 2, upto 70nm increased
RMS residual rising from 65% Rh (see Figure 1. We can conclude that this response is partially due to the sensor
build quality. There are reports that the build quality of the 2nd generation of sensors constructed was much
more satisfactory than for the ﬁrst generation of sensors. There was no clear indication of systematic changes in
the Keck 1 edge sensor humidity response as segments were exchanged. No connection was found between the
edge sensor humidity response and the occurrence of M1 alignment runs, instrument changes or M1 ACS reset
operations. A method to calibrate the individual edge sensor humidity response was tested and it is expected
that the eﬀect of high humidity on the edge sensor residuals can be reduced by about 40%.
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2.3 Vibrations of primary mirror segments (+ other optical elements)
A set of 15 1D accelerometers are located around the optical components of each of the Keck telescopes.6 The
axis of each sensor is aligned along the optical path and the sensor measurements used to correct for path length
diﬀerences during interferometer observations. Accelerometer measurements are made at 1 kHz and 10s samples
are recorded every 20 minutes. These 10s samples are cross referenced against telescope state.
For TMT the most relevant measurements are those on the M1 segments, measurements from 6 sensors in
radial pairs on the inner and outer edges of three second ring segments were studied in detail. The power spectra
of all sensors in all 10s data sets were calculated. This allowed a statistical and temporal analysis of the power
at each frequency, identiﬁcation of frequencies of interest and correlation of vibrations against telescope state.
The dominant vibrational frequency was close to the 30 Hz expected from 4 pole motors. The mean amplitude
around the 29.4 Hz peak was 26nm of M1 surface motion above six sensors. However the amplitude varied between
5nm and 75nm. Temporal variations of the 29.4 Hz oscillation are seen on all time scales and do not show any
regular pattern. Other periodicities present include 54, 58, 60, 243 and 400 Hz.
2.4 Transmission of vibration through primary mirror actuators
To measure the transmission of the M1 cell vibrations through the actuators, the segment support structure and
into the M1 segments, two of the M1 segment accelerometers were temporarily relocated from the radially inner
edge of their particular segment to the M1 cell structure directly beneath the 2nd sensor on that segment. The
accelerometer DAS was allowed to run as normal (see Section 2.3). 19 days of measurements were gathered. This
enabled the determination of the ratio as a function of frequency of the M1 cell and segment vibration power
spectra. Also investigated was the coherence as a function of frequency between the cell and segments, between
diﬀerent parts of the cell, between either edge of a segment and between segments.
Power spectra of nighttime measurements of the M1 cell and segment vibrations show that the 29 Hz vibration
dominates. Below 24 Hz the vibration transmission from the M1 cell to the mirror has a gain of 1, between 24
Hz and 25 Hz the gain rises to 2 and is 2 above 30 Hz. The mirror cell mean vibration amplitude at 29 Hz is 13
nm . Tip/tilt and piston resonances of the segment support assembly are seen at 35 and 43 Hz respectively.
2.5 Phasing of 30Hz vibrations of the primary mirror segments from AO telemetry
The Keck NGS AO system measures the wave front at 1054 Hz with 56cm spacing on M1 (segment size is 1.56m
face to face, 1.8m corner to corner), the overall AO servo bandwidth is 100 Hz. The AO telemetry consists of
the DM piston signals and allows an analysis of periodic motions of the whole of the M1 surface. We know from
accelerometer measurements that the segments vibrations around 29 Hz to 30 Hz are the most problematic (see
Section 2.3), and this frequency range was analyzed in detail in a 126.2s long telemetry data set.
29 Hz vibrations appear correlated on spatial scales of about 1.3m. The spatial distribution of vibration
amplitude is consistent with that measured using accelerometers.
3. EXPERIMENTAL EFFORTS
3.1 Measurements to validate design models
Experiments are being run to gather measurements used for validation of design models and deﬁning the TMT
disturbance model. The experimental work has necessitated the installation of new equipment onto the telescope.
All measurements being collected are cross referenced against telescope status, i.e. the telescope position, speed
and whether science observations are being conducted. Meteorological parameters from the CFHT weather
tower were also collected and experimental measurements labelled for particular external wind speed and relative
direction between telescope and external wind direction.
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Figure 2. Figure showing how the experimental measurements feed into the various studies.
Figure 3. Acoustic sensors at the Keck 1 telescope, left and middle are views of the top of the AO enclosure, right is down
below the elevation axis to the rear of the telescope. During science observations two sensors were in front of the mirror
plane, one sensor was behind.
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Figure 4. The mean power spectra of the acoustic signals from the three sensors shown in Figure 3.
3.2 Acoustic and vibration measurements
The acoustic environment of an observatory has not previously been quantiﬁed. Acoustic disturbances can induce
vibrations of the telescope systems and cause disturbances of the M1 surface due front-back pressure diﬀerences.
Acoustic disturbances have to be mitigated and/or rejected by the telescope systems. For TMT the largest
concern is acoustic coupling to the M1 segments, both at vibrational frequencies (tens of Hz) and sub-audible
(≤5 Hz) sounds resulting from shear layer or Helmholtz resonances of the air above the enclosure aperture.
Figure 3 shows acoustic sensors set up on the left side of the Keck 1 telescope. The acoustic sensors and
ampliﬁers had a 3dB point at just greater than 1Hz and were sensitive down to about 0.5 Hz. They were mounted
on vibration isolation units. The acoustic sensors were run for 9 days continuously at sampling frequencies of
250 Hz (days 1 to 5) and 1kHz (days 6 to 9).
Figure 4 shows the mean acoustic pressure PSDs from times when the telescope was observing science targets.
The median RMS pressure for all sensors over all frequencies above 0.9Hz was 0.01 Pa and around the 29.4 Hz
peak vibration frequency was 0.0012 Pa. This level of acoustic pressure close to 30 Hz would cause a displacement
of the TMT segments of 1x10−11m so is not a signiﬁcant problem. No evidence for acoustic shear layer resonance
above the Keck dome opening was found however all frequency bands showed an increase in RMS amplitude
with increasing wind speed.
Vibrational disturbances are nowadays a well known problem at observatories with adaptive optics systems.
For large aperture telescopes and high contrast AO systems the vibration environment limits the system perfor-
mance. TMT uses the Keck vibrational environment as a benchmark.
Figure 5 shows the 3D accelerometer sensor used during a campaign at Keck 1, simultaneous with the acoustic
measurements. Accelerometer measurements were made at several locations around the pier and pintle bearing,
the sensors being ﬁrmly bolted to the pier or the telescope foundations. Measurements were also made on the
structural members of the left Keck 1 Nasmyth platform. At each location, measurements were made for two to
three days so that signiﬁcant numbers of measurements were collected during telescope science operations.
Vibrations of the telescope pier and Nasmyth platform were characterized. Between 4 Hz and 50 Hz the
RMS integrated amplitude is typically ∼10nm in the vertical and horizontal directions for all locations during
science observations. For 29.4 Hz ±1.5 Hz the RMS amplitude around the pier is typically ∼1nm vertically and
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Figure 5. Views of the 3D accelerometer sensor on the Nasmyth platform supports, on the pier and next to the pintle
bearing.
∼0.7nm horizontally. The vibrations on the Nasmyth structure are ∼2nm vertically and parallel to the elevation
axis and ∼0.4nm in the horizontal direction perpendicular to the elevation axis.
There is a clear bimodal distribution of 30Hz vibration amplitudes, indicating the presence of frequently
operated 4 pole motors. The 29.4 Hz vibration amplitude varies systematically between 0.1 and 2.1 nm in all
axes, generally higher during science observations. No deﬁnite evidence of wind induced seismic pier motions
was found, the RMS displacement between 0 to 4 Hz has no signiﬁcant correlation with external wind speed.
3.3 Wind and air temperature ﬁeld
Wind ﬂow over and around the telescope causes wind induced disturbances that need to be rejected by the
telescope control system. Air moving over and through the observatory thermally interacts with the observatory
structures. Air temperature ﬂuctuations and motions of the air result in optical turbulence.7
We are investigating the eﬀect of wind on the telescope structure motions and the control system’s ability
to mitigate those eﬀects. We are also seeking to validate the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models
being used for the TMT design by making predictions of the conditions at the Keck telescopes, the wind and
temperature ﬁelds are inputs to those models.
Figure 6 shows the locations of sonic anemometer and air temperature combined probes on the Keck 2
telescope structure. Three sonic anemometer/air temperature sensors were installed in July 2009 on the M2
ring. The 4th was installed in Februry 2010 in the M1 cell. A ﬁfth combined probe was set up on the top of the
Keck 2 dome in may 2010 (see left of Figure 7). The sonic anemometers produce a 3D wind vector at 32 Hz, the
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Figure 6. Sensor locations on the Keck 2 telescope. Fold mirrors for the scintillometer laser are located on the M2 ring.
Peak scintillometer sensitivity is around the M2 region.
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Figure 7. Left: Sonic anemometer and temperature sensor installed on Keck 2 dome top. Right: Scintillometer trans-
mitter and receiver installed alongside the Keck 2 primary mirror.
temperature probes are PRTs read at 10 Hz. Data is collected continuously. Telescope structural temperatures
are gathered every 60s by the Keck engineering sensors system.
In addition to air and structural temperatures we are planning to measure the temperatures of and heat
ﬂuxes from equipment inside the Keck 2 dome. Heat and cold plumes contribute to the thermal turbulence and
thermal radiation aﬀects the equilibrium of surrounding structures.
3.4 Optical turbulence (dome seeing)
CFD models are being used to predict the optical turbulence ﬁeld inside the Keck 2 dome. Predictions indicate
that the highest turbulence is in the region between the dome aperture and telescope top end.
To measure optical turbulence inside the dome in February 2010 we installed a laser scintillometer onto the
telescope, see Figure 6 and the right of Figure 7. The laser transmitter and receiver are co-located at the left
side of the primary mirror. The laser path goes diagonally across the telescope tube to the M2 ring, hits an
angled fold mirror, goes directly across the M2 region to the opposite side of the M2 ring, hits a second fold
mirror which sends the beam straight back. Due to telescope tube and equipment ﬂexure the scintillometer only
produces valid turbulence measurements when the telescope elevation is between 48◦ and 89◦. We have assessed
the impact of the scintillometer laser light on science operations involving the NIRSPEC instrument and MAGIQ
guide camera and found them to be undetectable. Thus we run the scintillometer whenever NIRSPEC is being
used on-sky, typically 4 days per calendar month.
Figure 8 shows examples of two consecutive nights of scintillometer turbulence measurements (2010 03 26
and 27 HST start dates). Systematic variations of the dome turbulence are seen, invalid points have a value of
zero. On both nights several astronomical science targets were observed.
3.5 TCS drive and pos. error signals
Telescope motions result in image jitter, this degrades telescope performance. Wind induced telescope motions
are detected by the TCS and corrected for. How eﬀective this correction is something of great importance to
the design of the TMT TCS. Conﬁrming the expected characteristics of wind induced telescope motions, the
susceptibility of the telescope to these disturbances and how well the TCS mitigates these disturbances is crucial
to the design of TMT. Previous experiments at Keck have shown that the low frequency component of the
elevation drive torque is proportional to the wind pressure on the telescope top end. We are now gathering data
to allow an investigation of the variable components of the wind ﬁeld and the telescope motion in both axes.
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Figure 8. Examples of the scintillometer measurements of the optical turbulence in the Keck 2 dome. Left is from 2010
03 26 (HST date at start of local night time), right is from 2010 03 27.
Table 1. Log of experimental observations. Telescope log ﬁles that are routinely collected are not included here.
Start End Sampling
Acoustic 2008 07 24 2008 08 01 0.5 Hz - 250 Hz, 3 sensors
Vibration 2008 07 22 2008 08 01 3D, 0.05 to 250 Hz, varied locations
Wind 2009 07 19 - 32 Hz, 3D, 2%, 5 sensors
Temperature 2009 07 19 - ∼1 Hz, ±0.05◦C, 5 sensors
Dome turbulence 2010 03 Sporadic 60s
TCS drive Development - 10 Hz
Log ﬁle data mining NA NA -
We are measuring the Keck 2 TCS analog altitude and azimuth position error and drive torque signals at
high frequency. The Keck TCS bandwidth is around 10 Hz and we are sampling at 200 Hz in order to capture
all features. These measurements are continuously made using a simple ADC connected to the analog signals.
Accurate time stamps allow correlation with the wind measurements described in Section 3.3.
3.6 Status of wind, temperature, optical turbulence and TCS drive signal measurements
Data gathering with the sensors installed on the telescope, dome top and the TCS signal acquisition system is all
presently underway , see Table 1. No work has yet been done to begin correlating the dome seeing measurements
with the wind and temperature ﬁelds. Similarly for the wind induced telescope motions, we plan to correlate the
wind measurements against the TCS signal measurements. TCS signal measurements should begin in earnest in
July 2010 after software updates to the DAS have been made. We are presently developing the data processing
tools to generate the appropriate boundary conditions or inputs for the CFD and control system models and will
process the measurements of the dome seeing and TCS signals appropriately to allow a comparison against the
predictions of the models.
4. UTILIZATION OF RESULTS
The results and conclusions of the experimental work are described in TMT internal documents and data products
are available to TMT design engineers. Humidity, vibration and acoustic measurements at Keck are incorporated
into the TMT disturbance model which is being utilized extensively within the project.8
The vibration measurements and humidity characteristics at Keck have been instrumental in deﬁning the
primary mirror control system requirements. The Keck vibration environment featured strongly in the primary
mirror segment actuator down select and guided the lab testing of actuators on the SSA.9 Edge sensor humidity
response studies fed in strongly to edge sensor down select complemented with much lab testing.10 Measurements
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of vibrations and the humidity are feeding into instrument, secondary and tertiary mirror systems and telescope
structure requirements documents.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Experimental eﬀorts at Keck and involving archival log ﬁles from Keck are a work in progress. Some important
lessons have been learned and applied and some information has been determined and gathered, namely:
- Disturbance model has been updated
- Vibration environment around the telescope pier
- Vibration propagation through the segment support assembly and of the M1 cell applied to actuator downselect
- Vibration properties of the the M1 surface
- Acoustic environment inside the Keck 1 enclosure suggests low risk for TMT
- Humidity environment quantiﬁed and eﬀect on M1CS guides edge sensor selection
Work in progress includes the model validation eﬀorts. Models are being developed for representative cases,
input and comparison data is being acquired. Valuable experiences about engineering data collection are being
learned through these eﬀorts and being applied to the TMT engineering sensor system design. Further eﬀorts to
validate the CFD models involving the Canada France Hawaii Telescope are beginning at this time and previous
eﬀorts on the 4m Blanco telescope also provide potentially useful experimental data.11
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